Garmin gfl 10 wiring diagram

Quick Links Download this manual. GFL 10 adapter to adapt analog information provided by a
fluid-level sensor. For a list of compatible Garmin chartplotters and devices, visit Compare the
contents of this package with the packing list on the box. If any pieces are. Help us better
support you by completing our online registration today. Go to. Keep the original sales receipt,
or a photocopy, in a safe place. See the Important Safety and Product Information guide in the
compatible Garmin display device box for. Caution: Always wear safety goggles, ear protection,
and a dust mask when drilling, cutting, or. Additional NMEA cabling and connectors optional.
The GFL 10 adapter allows you to observe. In the USA, go to If you do not have a NMEA network
on your boat, you must build one. Page 5 4. Select Done. Calibrating the Fluid Level To use the
GFL 10 adapter, you must calibrate the fluid level of the tank that the adapter is associated with,
using a minimum of two calibration points. The greater the number of fluid calibration points,
the greater the accuracy of the reading on the fluid-level gauge. Page 6 Troubleshooting the
Gauge Type When connected to a gauge, the GFL 10 adapter gauge type is set to auto Detect by
default, and the adapter automatically detects the type of gauge it is connected to. If the
fluid-level reading on a connected Garmin chartplotter or marine instrument changes with the
engine RPM, the adapter may be detecting the wrong type of gauge. Page 7 To configure the
fluid type if the menu option is not displayed: You can indicate the type of fluid that is in the
tank that each GFL 10 adapter is associated with. Page 8: Restoring Factory Default Settings
Restoring Factory Default Settings When you restore factory default settings, you will lose all
custom configuration settings except fluid-level calibration. Page 10 , and the Garmin logo are
trademarks of Garmin Ltd. These trademarks may not be used without the express permission
of Garmin. Print page 1 Print document 10 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. On small boats with
two-cycle outboard engines there are generally two tanks whose fluid level are monitored: the
gasoline fuel tank and the engine oil reservoir tank. The fuel tank level can be monitored directly
by use of a variable resistor sender in the tank that provides an electrical signal proportional to
the fuel tank level. Oil reservoir tanks can be monitored for level with similar proportional
senders. Historically in the USA a standard has come into use for the fluid tank level sender to
provide a variable resistance in a range from Ohms when the tank is full to Ohms when the tank
in empty. Using a Volt current source and a suitably calibrated milliAmpere meter, a remote
electrical tank level gauge can be created very simply. As the tank level increases, the
resistance in the circuit is reduced, more current flows, and the dial pointer of the milliAmpere
meter moves upscale toward the FULL calibration. Many small boat fuel tanks have such
senders installed in their fuel tanks and have remote electrical fuel tank gauges on their
instrument panels. The operator is provided with a continuous indication of the tank level.
These tank level resistive senders are made for specific tank dimensions, typically made for a
particular depth of tank. Because fuel tank dimensions vary, there is no one single sender that
can fit every tank. Oil reservoir tanks typically do not have senders that show the tank fluid level
proportionally, but they usually have a float switch sender which signals an alarm if the fluid
level in the tank drops below a preset threshold. The float switch provides only an electrical
contact which is used to control an aural or visual alarm indicator, alerting the operator that the
tank level has fallen to a low level. Such a switch or on-off action sender cannot be adapated to
show a continuous indication of tank level, but there is no reason why a proportional resistive
sender, similar to ones used in fuel tank, cannot be adapted to an oil tank. Indeed, at least one
manufacturer, Evinrude, provides for such a resistive adaptor for their oil tanks. A more modern
form of boat instrumentation uses the NMEA digital data network and protocol. NMEA
networking and protocol creates a digital data network on a boat, and to the data network are
attached various sensors. The sensors transmit data onto the network. Also on the network are
various multi-function gauges or display, which listen for data from the network. The data
received by the gauge or display is then converted into some form of presentation for the
operator. The presentation can take many forms. Gauges that appear to be traditional dial
pointer gauges can be used, or various ingenious display screen representations that imitate
dial pointer gauges or other forms of measurement device might be employed. The simplest
method of converting existing tank fluid monitoring systems into modern NMEA instrument
systems will employ the existing resistive fuel level senders and connect them to NMEA
network sensor or convertor devices. The convertor device reads the resistive input from the
sender, and converts this signal into digital data it transmits to the NMEA network, using
specific datagram known as PNG , Fluid Levels. The Fluid Level Sensor is a new device that has
replaced the now obsolete EPR device that performed the same function. The Fluid Level
Sensor provides two wires for connection to the resistive tank level sender. The Fluid Level
Sensor will provide its own current to the resistive tank level sender, so any previous electrical
connections to the tank level sender must be removed. This will result in any existing remote

electrical fuel tank level gauge becoming inoperative. One work-around is to install a
double-pole double-throw switch that switches the resistive sender between the original gauge
and a NMEA adaptor like the Fluid Level Sensor. The Fluid Level Sensor is intended for use with
a resistive sender with a to Ohm range. The Fluid Level Sensor comes pre-calibrated for
conversion of the resistance into tank level. This calibration can be refined for an individual
tank by use of a calibration procedure. Because the Fluid Level Sensor itself has no user
interface, the calibration procedure is accomplished through a companion Lowrance gauge or
display which must have the appropriate firmware installed to perform the calibration. This
generally limits calibration of the Fluid Level Sensor to be done only by other Lowrance
devices, such as the LMF series of small gauge displays or by the HDS series of chart plotter
displays. The details of such calibration procedures are outside the scope of this article, but
they are explained at length in the sensor set up guide for the Fluid Level Sensor and its
suitable companion gauges and displays. This data may be shown on any display that can
handle that PGN. There is a significant advantage to the GFL 10 sensor: it has a flexible input
circuit. The input circuit can be used in two ways. It can be connected directly to a resistive tank
level sender; or it can be connected to an existing fuel tank level gauge. This allows the GFL 10
to be used in conjunction with an existing gauge. See the Garmin GFL manual for details. It is
suitable for connecting to resistive senders. It supports both the common American to Ohm
sender and the European standard 10 to Ohm sender, and can be calibrated to work with any
resistive sender between 0 to Ohms. Again, see the TLA manual for details. These devices
employ a novel ultrasonic depth measuring technique to determine the fluid level in a tank, and
they produce a NMEA output directly. These tank level monitor devices replace the normal and
widely used resistive-type tank level sender, and must be fitted directly to the tank. For
electronic monitoring of oil reservoir tank levels, it will generally be necessary to install a
resistive-type tank level sender into the oil reservoir tank. The existing electrical sender in the
oil tank is usually only a float switch. A switch is either open or closed, and its electrical signal
cannot be converted into a proportional indication of tank fluid level. Some manufacturers of
two-cycle outboard engines have made provisions on their oil tank assemblies for installation of
a second sender to be installed for the purpose of providing a resistive tank level sender. When
such a resistive sender has been installed in an oil reservoir tank, it can be connected to a
NMEA tank level convertor such as the EPR. The NMEA tank level convertor then works exactly
as it does with fuel tanks, converting the resistive input into a stream of digital data and sending
it to the NMEA network. Notably, Evinrude has made provision on its 1. The plastic tank housing
has to modified by cutting a new access hole for the new sender. Because the physical
dimensions of the oil reservoir tanks are different, a specific size resistive sender is required for
each tank size. Evinrude also offers their own branded version of the EPR fluid level sensor with
pre-configuration of the device instance and device name; this facilitates installation of the EPR
without having to set the instance and assign a name to the device. The tank fluid level sender
and the pre-configured EPR are sold in a bundle. These can be ordered from Evinrude via their
on-line part website or through a dealer. Kits are available for one, two, and three engines, and
for 1. The convertors can also be purchase un-configured or pre-configured for particular
instance settings. See the Evinrude part website for further details. In a similar manner, fluid
tank level sensors can be installed in multiple fuel tanks, multiple oil tanks, or into other tanks
on the boat, such as waste water holding tanks, and those tank levels monitored via NMEA
instrumentation. The same EPR or similar NMEA sensor is used, but each sensor is configured
electronically by software to identify itself in a distinct manner. Again, since the EPR has no
user interface itself, such configuration must be done with a companion gauge or display. The
details of such configuration is outside the scope of this article, but it is explained at length in
the installation instructions for the EPR and its suitable companion gauges and displays. In
NMEA networking and protocols there are provisions for multiple instances of the same device
to appear on a network. The standard Evinrude external oil reservoir tank used with E-TEC
engines does not contain an electronic level sender. It just contains a float switch that closes
when the oil tank level goes below threshold. That switch is connected to an input on the E-TEC
engine management module EMM to signal to the supervisory software that an alarm should be
sounded to let the operator know the tank level has fallen below the low-level threshold. They
send data to their NMEA network. This sender is added to the tank, while the original float level
switch remains in place. On the molded top surface of the tank there are already indentations to
mark where the added sender should be installed. To install, you must cut away some of the
plastic tank material. On the NMEA network you can configure a multi-function gauge to display
oil tank level. In the specific case of a fluid tank level sender, the possiblility of having multiple
identical devices is high. There are many types of tanks on boats that need tank level
monitoring. Tank types include fuel, oil, freshwater, gray waste water, black waste water, ballast

water, and so on. There can also be multiple tanks of the same type, for example, more than one
fuel tank. A careful consideration of fluid tank level instance setting is necessary to create a
working NMEA network system of senders and display devices. If using a fluid tank level sender
with Evinrude branded displays, I strongly recommend reading a separate article about the
pre-configured settings needed for fluid tank level senders. This is a verified HTML 4. Hebert
This article first appeared September 20, Quick Links. See also: Installation Manual. Page 2
Garmin. Garmin hereby grants permission to download a single copy of this manual and of any
revision to this manual onto a hard drive or other electronic storage medium to be viewed and
to print one copy of this manual or of any revision Page 3 This product, its packaging, and its
components contain chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects,
or reproductive harm. This Notice is being provided in accordance with California's Proposition
If you have any questions or would like additional information, please refer to our web site at
GTX Installation Manual Page 5: Table Of Contents 1. Page 6: Paragraph Page 3. The software
version and information in this document are subject to change without notice. Visit
supplemental the Garmin web site Page 9: General Description MHz. Page Gtx Transponder
Specifications Aircraft dimming bus input voltage. Page Additional Equipment Required can
provide altitude data in either serial or parallel gray code format. It is the responsibility of those
desiring to install this transponder and antenna either on or within a specific type or class of
aircraft to determine that the aircraft installation standards are within the TSO standards. Page
Limited Warranty Garmin retains the exclusive right to repair or replace the unit or software or
offer a full refund of the purchase price at its sole discretion. Page Installation If the unit is
damaged, notify the carrier and file a claim. To justify a claim, save the original shipping
container and all packing materials. Do not return the unit to Garmin until the carrier has
authorized the claim. Contact an aviation industry organization such as the Aircraft Electronics
Association and request their assistance. Page Antenna Cable Installation 1. The completed
cable including connectors must introduce no more than 1. Page Rf Connector Assembly Heat
the outside of the connector sleeve and at the same time apply solder between the braid and the
sleeve. Continue to apply heat until the solder flows evenly. Install 50 Matching Bushing. Insert
connector cap and tack solder in two places. The GTX is designed to dissipate its internal heat
to the rear heat sink without the need of blowing air inside the unit. Page Electrical Connections
Table defines the electrical characteristics of all input and output signals and identifies the
cable requirements for each signal. See figures B4 and B5 on pages 43 and 45 for interconnect
wiring diagrams. The GTX can also automatically adjust for ambient lighting conditions based
on the photocell. A dual GTX installation can accept either parallel wire gray code altimeter
input as shown in figure B5 or RS serial data input as shown below. The GTX searches in this
sequence for altitude, and stops when it finds a valid pressure altitude input. In addition, all
altitude reporting devices installed in the aircraft must meet certification requirements of 14
CFR Part Low altitude or aircraft antenna shielding by the aircraft itself may result in reduced
range. Range can be improved by climbing to a higher altitude. It may be possible to minimize
antenna shielding by locating the antenna where dead spots are only noticed during abnormal
flight attitudes. When in standby mode the transponder will not reply to any interrogations. In
the Configuration Mode, steps through the function pages. Pressure Alt: Displays the altitude
data supplied to the GTX in feet, flight level format or meters, depending on configuration setup.
Page Function Display 3. To exit the configuration pages, turn the power off. Then turn on again
without holding the FUNC key for normal operation. No backlight parameters can be entered
when the manual mode is selected. Display backlighting is automatically controlled, based
AUTO Automatic on the parameters entered on this configuration page. AUTO Automatic Key
lighting is automatically controlled based on the parameters entered on this configuration page.
Backlight level tracks a 14 volt DC aircraft lighting bus. Backlight level tracks a 28 volt DC
aircraft lighting bus. The display contrast is automatically compensated for temperature and
other factors. An offset can be entered in the contrast level adjustment described below. Refer
to paragraph 2. The altitude code input is not from an RS source. Many European countries use
as the VFR code. Default NO. If set to NO, airborne status for auto standby and flight timer
features will be determined by input data. Page Aircraft Type Page This page is not used in
systems that contain serial altitude input. Verify that it is the correct altitude. Page Appendix A.
Certification Documents ICA. Periodic maintenance is not required. Page 43 This entry records
the major alteration and identifies the original ICA location e. Page 45 Hz and Hz. At the end of
the vibration test cycle the two frequencies had combined into one frequency at Hz. There was
no change in unit performance. Page Appendix B. Page Appendix C. Print page 1 Print
document 55 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links. Page 2 Garmin. Garmin hereby
grants permission to download a single copy of this manual and of any revision to this manual

onto a hard drive or other electronic storage medium to be viewed and to Page 3: Table Of
Contents 2. Page 4: Paragraph Page 3. A-1 A. L Page 6 The table is current at the time of
publication of this manual see date on front cover and is subject to change without notice.
Authorized Garmin Sales and Service Centers are encouraged to access the most up-to- date
bulletin and advisory information on the Garmin Dealer Resource web site at Page 7:
Introduction PA announcements. The PA function is pilot selectable. Also standard is the
marker beacon receiver with dual sensitivity and audio muting with automatic re-arming. Page
Limited Warranty Garmin retains the exclusive right to repair or replace the unit or software or
offer a full refund of the purchase price at its sole discretion. Page 12 This page intentionally left
blank. Page Installation If the unit is damaged, notify the carrier and file a claim. To justify a
claim, save the original shipping container and all packing materials. Do not return the unit to
Garmin until the carrier has authorized the claim. Turn the Allen wrench clockwise until the unit
is secured in the rack. Continue turning until tight, but do not over-tighten. To remove the unit
from the rack, turn the Allen wrench counterclockwise until it disengages from the rack. J1 and
J2 pin assignments are given in table When viewed from the back of the rack, J1 and J2 look
like the following: Figure Page Noise Apply power to the unit by rotating the pilot intercom knob
5 clockwise. Cover the photocell 19 with a finger and observe that the LED annunciators dim
automatically. Page Failsafe Operation Check 4. Check Pilot and Copilot ICS positions for
isolation and proper operation of volume and squelch controls 5, 6, 7 and 8. Press the PA
button Verify that microphone audio is heard over the speaker. Page Aircraft Receivers Check
When audio levels applied to Music 1 and Music 2 inputs are increased by 20 dB, the
amplification may also increase unwanted audio noise. Page Adjustments LOW sensitivity
setting also. If your GMA top cover does not have the marker beacon sensitivity adjustment
access holes as indicated in figure , and you need to adjust the sensitivity, contact Garmin for
instructions. GMA Front Panel 3. To turn the unit on rotate the knob clockwise past the click.
Page Pa Function 3. Page 3. A person listening on a monaural headset will hear only the left
channel from the GMA in both ears. Low sensitivity is used on ILS approaches while high
sensitivity allows operation over airway markers or to get an earlier indication of nearing the
outer marker during an approach. In this sample, square braces are used to indicate instances
where explicit words should be substituted. Page 30 4. Servicing Information 5. Periodic
maintenance is not required. Page 31 This entry records the major alteration and identifies the
original ICA location e. Page C. This manual is also suitable for: Gma h Gma dual adf. Print page
1 Print document 43 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Choose from the type of downloads you need
below. Note that before you update your Dynon system in your RV12, you need to make sure
you are aware of which components are installed, as you will need to specify those during the
setup and con
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figuration. Last Updated: September 18, Important: Read the Download Instructions document
before you start:. DWG files are stored in zip archive format. You will need to unpack them
before you can use them. Please ask your computer manufacture for any needed assistance
with zip archive format. The files have been zipped to maintain the integrity of the DXF file
format. Only the panel and sub-panel structure included in the files below will be provided. If
you have any questions about how to download, install and use these files please contact your
software provider. Unzipped, the file name is RVStory. These files have been zipped to maintain
the integrity of the DXF file format. Electronic Checklists. Note: Do not update beyond Dynon
Support 5. RV Builder Feedback Form. Autopilot Config. Checklist Files. Electronic Checklists
iS Sport. GMC Config. Voltage Regulator Config. RV Miscellaneous Documents. RV-4 2D Panel.
RV-6 2D Panel. RV-8 2D Panel. RV-8 3D Panel. RV 2D Panel. RV 3D Panel.

